The non-linear
by ROUGHTON (1932) as being ascribed to the diffusion of oxygen into the red cell . Furthermore, he (1945a, b) demonstrated that the reaction in which CO replaces O 2 combining with hemoglobin was relatively slow in comparison with the transit of the red cell through the lung capillary, and that this reaction rate decreased even further as PO2 increased. Using this measured reaction rate he attempted to estimate the transit time in the pulmonary capillary . Later, GIBSON et al. (1955) reported that the oxygenation rate of the red cell , similarly to this CO replacement reaction, was not fast enough to be able to disregard its influence on the oxygen uptake in the lung capillary. MOCHIZUKI and FUKUOKA (1958) , on the other hand, calculated the rate of diffusion of O2 in the red cell and suggested that the rate of oxygenation of hemoglobin should be slower in a high O2 saturation range, because the concentration of reduced hemoglobin is diminished as the O 2 saturation increases. MOCHIZUKI et al. (1958) further verified experimentally that the oxygenation of the red cell partly limited O2 uptake in the lung .
The differential equation used by ROUGHTON (1932) and NICOLSON and ROUGHTON (1951) had two components , e.g., the diffusion and chemical reaction components, as given in a one-dimensional model by (1) where a is the 02 solubility, D the diffusion coefficient, y the concentration of reduced hemoglobin, and k' and k are the forward and backward reaction rate constants of oxygenation. In order to simplify the two terms in the chemical reaction in Eq. (1), MOCHIZUKI and FUKUOKA (1958) used the following treatment : in an equilibrium state the reduced Hb concentration, y , can be expressed by the 02 dissociation curve. Along this curve the relation between PO 2 and (1-y) is roughly given by (2) where P* is the PO2 equilibrated with the O2 saturation, (1-y).
Inserting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), the following relation is obtained:
The PO2 of hemoglobin, P*, is a function of (1-y), and y decreases as the reaction proceeds. Therefore, P* is, in a strict sense, a function of position (z), time (t), and the O2 saturation (1-y).
However, because it was impossible to solve analytically such a non-linear differential equation, Mochizuki and Fukuoka solved Eq. (3) by assuming P* to be a function of z and t, but independent of the O2 saturation, at least for a short period. THEWS (1961) , however, pointed out that such an approximation was not permissible, because the rate of oxygenation of hemoglobin is so fast that the PO2 difference, P-P*, in the second term of Eq. (4) where a' is the slope of the O2 dissociation curve.
As shown by the second term of Eq. (3), the rate of oxygenation of hemoglobin depends on the concentration of reduced hemoglobin, y. Equation (4) may certainly hold, insofar as y is still large enough to keep the chemical reaction rate at a high level, but in a physiological SO2 range of 70 to 95 %, it becomes invalid. MOCHIZUKI (1966a) measured the oxygenation rate of the red cell using a rapid flow method and found that it actually decreased as the SO2 increased. Moreover, according to the experimental data on the rate factor of hemoglobin and the red cell, MOCHIZUKI (1966b) reported that the process of oxygenation of hemoglobin inside the red cell was given by (5 T.KAGAWA and M. MOCHIZUKI dissociation curve is important for computing the oxygenation rate , though the P*,i.e., the PO2 on the curve may certainly be fictitious during the course of the oxygenation. Furthermore, the use of the P* becomes even more advantageous when the relationship between the oxygenation and the pulmonary diffusing capacity is discussed. This is because the diffusing capacity is calculated by dividing the O2 uptake by the difference between alveolar PO 2 and the time average of the P*in the pulmonary capillary. In order to evaluate the effect of the diffusion on the red cell oxygenation as accurately as possible, an attempt was made to obtain the numerical solution in a three-dimensional disc model by using the 02 dissociation curve and the oxygenation rate factor of hemoglobin obtained from the experimental data of MOCHIZUKI et al. (1966) .
PROGRAMMING OF THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION
The following partial differential equation was solved in a disc model of thickness 1.6 ƒÊm and radius 3.5 ƒÊm: (7) where Fs is the rate factor of the oxygenation of Hb molecules inside the cell as given by (8) The back-pressure P* was given from the Hill's equation of the 02 dissociation curve by (9) where n is 2. 
where a' is given from the 02 dissociation curve by (11) Moll's equation is identical with Eq. (7), except that the following Fs value is used instead of Eq. (8): (12) Initial conditions. The PO2 in the surrounding medium was changed abruptly 
and (15 is the cardiac output, Ht, the hematocrit, and te, the contact time. In Fig. 6 the Fc values are plotted against the O2 saturation. Only the present curve shows decay similar to that found in the experimental data as the So2 increases, while the other two curves show a fairly flat curve. The cause of the above difference lies in the difference between P(t) and P*(t). Figure 7 shows the relation between those two PO2's. The Thews' equation showed no difference, as expected from Eq. (10). Moll's equation showed some difference, but this was only a few mmHg in magnitude. In contrast, the present equation yielded a difference up to 20 mmHg at the widest part of the reaction As shown in Fig. 4 the diffusivity, or the transfer coefficient, estimated by using the three-dimensional disc model, was about half that obtained by use of the sheet model. Taking the structural resemblance of the model to the red cell into account, it seems to be of great advantage to express the diffusivity of the barrier by the )7 value of the disc model.
Another rate-limiting factor of red cell oxygenation is the rate of oxygenation of hemoglobin itself inside the red cell. In the measurement of oxygenation of hemoglobin in a saline solution (MOCHIZUKI et al., 1966) , it was clarified that the rate factor, Fs, diminished much more strongly than had so far been expected from Eq. (1), as the So2 increased. Using the above Fs value and the oxygenation rate measured in a red cell suspension, MOCHIZUKI (1966b) evaluated the Fs value in the red cell by using the analytical solution obtained in a linearized sheet model. Fortunately, the So,-time curve as well as the Fc, both calculated using this Fs value which is given by Eq. (8), coincided well with the experimental data, though the )7 value showed a significant difference between the previous analytical and the present numerical solutions. In other words, the Fc value in the present equation The derivatives in the r-direction in Eq. (21) are written with the backward analog and those in the z-direction are written with the forward analog. That is, the terms in the r-direction are implicit and explicit in the z-direction. The finite difference equation for any j-row on which the i-value is constant forms a tridiagonal coefficient matrix and their solution can readily be obtained by using the Thomas algorithm (VON ROSENBERG, 1969) . For the next time step, from tk+1 to tk+2, an equation which is explicit in the r-direction and implicit in the z-direction was used with the same size of k. The equation is:
Equation (22) contains three unknown values of P, that is, P-i + 1, , k +2, 1:11,5,k +25 and P-i _ 1, 9 , k +2, which are arranged along the z-direction. The finite difference equations resulting from Eq. (22) 
The non-linear terms, Fsi ,j,k and F j, k were obtained as follows: First, the fractional 02 saturation, Si,;, k was calculated by adding the change of Si, j, k to the Si, j, k _ i as given by
Next, by putting Si ,j,k into Eqs. (8) and (9), Fsi,j,k and P,, k were obtained. The same calculation was repeated in each time step. B) Thews' equation: Thews' equation (10) Solution by the method of Thomas. When the boundary conditions were applied, the system of n equations with n unknowns established by Eq. (23) or Eq. (25) forms the tridiagonal coefficient matrix and is solved by the method of Thomas. Applying the boundary conditions, the equations for each f-row become :
The components of these equations form a matrix as follows:
A similar matrix is also shown for the z-direction . According to Thomas the unknowns in the matrix of the above form are quickly solved in a straight manner.
Let
If the Wj and Uj are calculated in the sequence of increasing j, all the values of P may be calculated by putting and After computation of Pi ,5 , k + i the change in So, was calculated from Eq. (27). Furthermore, P *5 ,k + 1 was calculated from Eqs. (9) and (27). In the time step of k+2, a similar computation was repeated with respect to the z-direction. Space average of PO2 and 50, in the red cell. After the computation of Si ,s, k and Pi ,; , k, the space averages of P, P*, and S were calculated. First, the average at each j-row was obtained as follows:
Then, the total average was calculated as:
Examples of the program. An example of the program is shown in Fig. 11 A and B. 
